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Section 1.1:     Safety

Section 1:     Introduction

DANGER This indicates a hazard that, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

WARNING This indicates a hazard that, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION This indicates a hazard that, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury.

NOTICE This indicates important information that is not related to hazards.

All wiring must be in accordance with national electrical codes as well as any applicable local codes.

The drive is intended for incorporation into electrical control systems or machines. The installer must ensure the drive 
is installed safely and in accordance with any regulations which apply to the end product at the place of use (e.g., safety 
or electromagnetic compatibility). To ensure mechanical safety, additional safety devices such as electromechanical 
interlocks may be required.

Disconnect all power sources before installing or performing maintenance on this equipment.

Impact with the moving door may result in death or serious injury.

The door assembly contains dangerous rotating machinery. Keep hands, clothing, etc., clear during operation. Do not 
operate the door unless all guards and covers are in place.

The installer is responsible for complying with all relevant regulations (e.g., wiring and accident prevention). Particular 
attention must be paid to the cross-sectional areas of conductors, the selection of fuses and other electrical protection, 
and the use of protective ground/earth connections.

California Proposition 65 Warning: This product can expose you to chemicals, including lead, which is known to the State 
of California to cause cancer or birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to 
www.p65warnings.ca.gov/furniture.

Only qualified personnel familiar with the construction and operation of this equipment and the hazards involved are to 
install, adjust, and/or service this equipment.

Section 1.1.2:     Statements

The voltages in the power cables and certain parts of the drive may result in death or serious injury. If the drive has been 
used, it must be isolated for five minutes before any work commences.

Section 1.1.1:     Definitions of Signal Words and Symbols
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Section 1.1.3:     Product Labels

Label 4501-6312 indicates the moving door can cause death or serious injury. Two copies 
are applied to the door. One is located inside the door opening; the other is located 
outside the door opening.

Label 4501-6312 indicates power to the door must be turned off before using the manual 
override. It also shows the directions in which the override must be turned to open and 
close the door.
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Section 1.2:     Limited Warranty

RollSeal, a division of HH Technologies, Inc., warrants the RollSeal Door ("the Product") to be free from defects in material and/or 
workmanship for a period of either (a) one year from the date of invoice or (b) 100,000 cycles, whichever comes first, provided the 
Product is installed and used in strict accordance with official documentation. Liability is limited to the sale price of the Product 
or, at RollSeal's discretion, to the replacement of the Product upon its return.

This Limited Warranty excludes any labor, equipment, transportation, and/or service expenses that may be required to remedy the 
warranted defect(s); all such charges must be funded by the purchaser. Neither the Product nor any of its component parts are to 
be returned for repair or replacement until they have been inspected and/or a Return Goods Authorization (RGA) number has been 
issued.

Complaints are to be directed first to the authorized distributor who sold the Product. If satisfaction is not obtained and/or the 
distributor cannot be contacted, contact the Warrantor listed below, directed to the attention of "Customer Service Manager".

This Limited Warranty is void if (a) the Product and/or any of its component parts are found to have been misused, abused, or 
otherwise tampered with by unqualified personnel; (b) any of the Product's component parts have been replaced by anything 
other than authorized RollSeal replacement parts; (c) the Product has been modified in any way other than officially sanctioned 
upgrades made by qualified personnel using authorized RollSeal accessories; (d) the Product has not been appropriately 
registered by its original purchaser; and/or (e) the customer cannot provide proof of purchase indicating them to be the Product's 
original owner.

This Limited Warranty is made solely to the original purchaser of the Product. It cannot be transferred.

This Limited Warranty is in lieu of any and all other representations and/or warranties, expressed or implied, including any implied 
warranty of merchantability and/or fitness for a particular purpose. The remedy set forth by this Limited Warranty shall be the 
exclusive remedy available to any entity. No entity has the authority to bind RollSeal to any representation or warranty other 
than this Limited Warranty. RollSeal shall not be liable for any damages or losses resulting from any application of the Product or 
caused by any defect, failure, or malfunction of the Product.

This Limited Warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may have additional rights, as some areas do not allow the exclusion or 
limitation of incidental or consequential damages. The above limitation or exclusion may therefore not apply to you.

Warrantor: HH Technologies (d.b.a. RollSeal)

Address: 1733 County Road 68; Bremen, AL 35033

Phone: 256-287-7000

Email: customerservice@hhtech.net
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Section 1.3:     Components

Section 1.3.1:     RS-500 Walk-In Cooler Door

RS-500 Walk-In Cooler (WIC) automated fabric roll-up doors are designed to separate differing environments. They are used in 
various applications, including cold storage and environmental rooms. RS-500 WIC doors are manufactured up to 6' W x 9' H, have 
a maximum speed of 27" per second, and are suitable for foot and pallet jack traffic.

All RS-500 WIC doors consist of three layers of industrial-grade fabric panel material. A dead air space between these layers creates 
outstanding separation and insulation between the environments inside and outside the door. Each door model is equipped with 
an NSF-grade patented sealing technology, as well as a patented Egress Track System that allows the user to easily exit the cooler 
in an emergency.

Head Unit Cover

1/6 HP Motor

Aux. Safety Sensor

Smart Controller

Track Cladding

Track Cladding

Smart Switch

Egress Track System

Safety Beam 
Emitter

Safety Beam 
Receiver

Top Bar Cover End

Top Bar Cover End
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Technical Specifications
Power Supply 115VAC; 50/60 Hz; Single Phase or 230VAC; 50/60 Hz; Single Phase

Temperature Range 32°F to 115°F (0°C to 46°C)

Input 10A at 115VAC; Single Phase or 6A at 230VAC; Single Phase

Operational Power 3A at 115VAC; Single Phase or 1.5A at 230VAC; Single Phase

Standby Power 0.2A at 115VAC; Single Phase or 0.1A at 230VAC; Single Phase

Speed Up to 27" per Second

Horsepower 1/6 HP

Features
Soft Start/Stop Equipped

Programmable Controller Equipped

Automatic Closure Equipped

Manual Override 3/4" Socket

Safety Beam System Monitored per UL 325

Tension Pipes Foam-covered Fiberglass

Emergency Egress Egress Track System

Certifications
Energy Independence and Security Act Exempt

National Sanitation Foundation Certified

UL UL 325
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Section 1.3.2:     Smart Controller

The Smart Controller is manufactured specifically for the RollSeal automated door. Located inside the head unit, it uses internal 
safety devices, in conjunction with components of the door assembly, to open and close the door automatically. The Smart 
Controller can also manage the opening and closing speeds of the door, count the number of door cycles, and provide status 
information for remotely monitoring the door's position. Furthermore, the Smart Controller can incorporate several auxiliary 
devices to improve the operation of the door:

1. Integrated infrared sensors can detect the presence of personnel and/or machinery requiring passage through the door. 

2. Integrated auxiliary lights and/or audible alarms can be used to indicate the opening or closing of the door. 

3. Auxiliary inputs (sold separately) can operate the door remotely. See Section 7 for details.

Drive Board
PCB 201

Buzzer

Aux. IR Safety Sensor

Home Sensor
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Section 1.4:     Dimensions
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Section 2:     Installation

Section 2.1:     Scope of Work

The installer is responsible for the following:

• Adjust the framing and/or clear opening (Section 2.2). 

• Assemble the door frame (Section 2.3). 

• Mount the door to the clear opening (Section 2.4 and Section 2.5). 

• Install the interior Wave Switch (Section 2.6). 

• Install the power disconnect (Section 2.8). 

• Set up and program the door (Section 2.9).

NOTICE The door must receive power before the installer can perform setup and programming. 
If the electrician has not yet supplied permanent power to the disconnect, the installer 
may use the temporary power cord that is shipped prewired into the disconnect.

The electrician is responsible for the following:

• Supply permanent power to the door disconnect (Section 2.7). 

• Install and wire any additional activation devices such as remote controls, Wave Switches, and motion sensors (Section 6.3 
and Section 7).

NOTICE
Before beginning the procedure, read this document in its entirety and inspect the 
contents of the shipping crate. If any components are damaged, loose, or missing, 
contact your RollSeal distributor immediately. 

This document is subject to change without notice. The latest version is maintained at 
rollseal.net/rollseal-technicals/.

If you require assistance during any part of the procedure, contact RollSeal Technical 
Support at 1-800-668-2815.

Installation Requirements
Door Size Personnel Equipment Tools Time

Up to 6’ W x 9’ H 2 Ladder - Standard Hand Tools
- 1” Hole Saw ~ 1 Hour

NOTICE
The installer and electrician must use the included work checklist (4802-2016) while 
performing the installation procedure, marking the corresponding box once each step 
has been completed.

The checklist document is intended to remain with the door throughout the installation 
procedure.
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Section 2.2:     Adjust Framing and/or Clear Opening

1. Using the diagram on the following page, determine the required dimensions of the clear opening. If necessary, adjust the 
dimensions of the mounting posts and/or framing members to suit the nominal dimensions of the door. 

2. The framing material must provide adequate support for screws. Ensure the mounting posts and/or framing members are 
positioned so the screw holes in the vertical tracks will align with them. 

3. Allow at least 12" (ideally 18") of clearance above the head unit. 

4. Allow at least 6" of clearance on the outside of each vertical track. 

5. Ensure the top screw holes in the head unit will overlap and fit flush with the framing. 

6. Ensure the screw holes in the vertical tracks align with the framing. The predrilled screw holes in the inner and outer flanges 
will serve as attachment points when the assembly is mounted.

Standard Diagonal Dimensions for Squaring Opening
x 6' H 6.5' H 7' H 7.5' H 8' H 8.5' H 9' H

3' W 80-1/2" 85-7/8" 91-3/8" 96-7/8" 102-1/2" 108-1/8" 113-7/8"

3.5' W 83-3/8" 88-5/8" 93-7/8" 99-3/8" 104-3/4" 110-1/4" 115-7/8"

4' W 86-1/2" 91-5/8" 96-3/4" 102" 107-3/8" 112-3/4" 118-1/8"

4.5' W 90" 94-7/8" 99-7/8" 105" 110-1/8" 115-3/8" 120-3/4"

5' W 93-3/4" 98-3/8" 103-1/4" 108-1/8" 113-1/4" 118-3/8" 123-1/2"

5.5' W 97-5/8" 102-1/8" 106-7/8" 111-5/8" 116-1/2" 121-1/2" 126-5/8"

6' W 101-7/8" 106-1/8" 110-5/8" 115-1/4" 120" 124-7/8" 129-3/4"
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Section 2.3:     Connect Tracks to Head Unit

1. Remove the cover from the head unit by releasing the two latches at the bottom, removing the Phillips-head screws as 
needed, then pushing the cover upward. Set the cover aside. 

2. Place the head unit face-down on a piece of cardboard. 

3. Remove the cladding from the left track by removing the three screws from each side (six total). Once the screws have been 
removed, pull the cladding upward and away from the track frame. Repeat this process on the right track cladding. Set the 
screws aside to use when reinstalling the cladding in Section 2.6.2. 

4. Align the upper track holes with the threaded holes on each end of the head unit. 

5. Remove the three pre-installed 5/16" x 1" bolts from the head unit, then align the tracks with the bolt holes. Once the tracks 
are aligned, reinstall the bolts and tighten them.

Latch Screw
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Section 2.4:     Mount Door to Clear Opening

1. Ensure the door assembly is lying face-down with the bottoms of the tracks facing the clear opening. 

2. Slowly lift the head unit until it is upright. 

3. Walk the door until the tracks contact the clear opening mounting structure. 

4. Ensure the door assembly is square and level. 

5. Ensure the mounting holes on the tracks and the back plate are aligned with the structural support members. 

6. Secure the door assembly by installing the provided hex-drive rivets through the prepunched holes indicated in the diagram. 
For all other prepunched holes, if mounting the assembly to metal, use the provided self-tapping screws or stitch screws. If 
mounting the assembly to wood, use wood screws (not provided). 

7. Ensure the bottoms of the tracks are square, then secure them to the floor using the provided concrete anchors.

NOTICE If the tracks are not square, the safety beam will not function properly, triggering error 
code "PS" (see Section 5.4).

8. Reinstall the head unit cover by inserting the two downward-facing tabs on the back of the cover into the two slots at the top 
of the door frame. Leave the cover open.
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Concrete Anchor

Hex-drive 
Rivet

Self-tapping 
Screw/Stitch 

Screw (Metal)

or
Wood Screw 

(Wood)

Hex-drive Rivet
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Section 2.5:     Install Egress Track System

1. Position the left egress track in front of the door, oriented as described above. 

2. Align the L-shaped tab with the corresponding slot. 

3. Pull the track down so the tab engages in the slot. 

4. Repeat Steps 1-3 on the right track.

Tab

Height (X' - Y")

Side

NOTICE The left and right egress tracks are not interchangeable. A flange on each track is 
punched with the door height, followed by either the letter "L" (left) or the letter "R" 
(right). For example, the image below depicts the left egress track for a 9' door.
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Tab Engaged 
in Slot

Track 
Open

Track Installed and in 
Fully Open Position
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1. Drill a 1" hole in the wall in line with the 1" hole in the back of the right track, approximately 4' above the floor. 

2. Route the harness from the back to the front through the hole you just drilled. 

3. Apply sealant (ideally waterproof silicone; not included) around the harness from the back.

Section 2.6.1:     Interior Wave Switch

Section 2.6:     Install Switches and Infrared Safety Beam System

NOTICE If the sealant is not applied or is applied incorrectly, condensation can form inside the 
switch enclosure.

4. On the inside of the door, center the Wave Switch bracket over the 1" hole in the base of the enclosure (orienting it with the 
flanges at the top and bottom), then mount the enclosure to the wall using four screws. Ensure the enclosure remains level. 

5. On the outside of the door, position the right track cladding next to the track frame. 

6. Route the harness through the holes, then plug the two connectors into the corresponding receptacles on the front Wave 
Switch. 

7. Apply one of the "Moving Door" labels (4501-6312) 3" above the switch enclosure.
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Section 2.6.2:     Infrared Safety Beam System and Exterior Smart Switch

1. Locate the three-wire harness inside the head unit between the motor and the Smart Controller. 

2. Route the harness under the motor, through the grommet on the left end plate, and through the large holes in the braces on 
the left track, then plug it into the safety beam connector. Coil any excess length and secure it to the inside track frame. 

3. Reinstall the cladding on the left track by feeding it at an angle, pushing it upward against the rubber seal at the head unit, 
pushing it in toward the track frame, and sliding it toward the track frame at the floor. Secure it using the screws you removed 
in Section 2.3. 

4. Locate the harness with a 20-pin connector to the right of the Smart Controller. 

5. Route the harness through the grommet at the bottom of the right end plate, then route it through the large holes in the 
braces on the right track. 

6. Plug the 20-pin connector into the receptacle on the back of the switch card. 

7. Locate the harness with a 4-pin connector next to the sensor in the right track. 

8. Uncoil the harness, then route it up the right track, through the large holes in the track braces, and to the Smart Switch. 

9. Plug the harness into the 4-pin receptacle on the back of the Smart Switch, matching the yellow dot on the harness clip to the 
yellow dot on the switch card to avoid damaging the switch card. 

10. Coil the excess length and secure it to the inside track frame, but leave enough slack for a service loop. 

11. Reinstall the cladding on the right track by feeding it at an angle, pushing it upward against the rubber seal at the head unit, 
pushing it in toward the track frame, and sliding it toward the track frame at the floor. Secure it using the screws you removed 
in Section 2.3. 

12. Apply the other moving "Moving Door" label (4501-6312) 1" to the right of the track.
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20-pin Connector

Rear Prewired 
Switch Harness

4-pin Connector
for IR Safety Sensor
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Section 2.7:     Connect Power to Door

1. Ensure the voltage selection switch at the bottom right of the control board is set to the appropriate voltage. 

2. Mount the circular plastic connector (CPC) bracket to the right track using the provided hardware.

NOTICE The door is designed to accept either a 115VAC or 230VAC power supply.

WARNING Do not turn the power on until all wire and cable connections have been completed and 
the voltage selection switch has been set to match the required supply voltage.
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1. Plug the CPC from the disconnect into the receptacle on the right track. The CPC is keyed so it cannot be inserted incorrectly. 
Once the pins are engaged, push the CPC and twist the outer ring clockwise to lock it in place. 

2. Install the disconnect in the desired location between the door and the electrical junction box. 

3. Open the disconnect cover, then pull the connection tab to engage the safety. 

4. Connect the electrical supply and conduit (neither provided) to the disconnect as needed. 

5. Connect the 115VAC or 230VAC power supply to the disconnect. 

6. Close the cover. 

7. Apply straps to the conduit as needed.

Section 2.8:     Install Power Disconnect

NOTICE
115V doors are shipped with a temporary power cord wired into the disconnect. If a 
permanent power supply is not yet available, this cord can be used to program the 
controller and to set the open and closed limits. This cord must be removed before the 
permanent power supply is connected and the door enters regular operation.
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Section 2.9:     Prepare for Operation

1. Ensure the tension pipes are fully seated within the panels. 

2. Apply 115VAC or 230VAC to the Smart Controller (as appropriate), then turn the rocker switch to the On position. 

3. Press and hold the Mode button on the Smart Controller for five seconds to engage Program Mode (see Section 3.8.1). 

4. "P1" (Close Time Delay) will appear on the Display Indicator. Verify its value is consistent with your requirements. 

5. Press and release the Mode button until "P20" (Open Input Function) is displayed. Verify its value is consistent with your 
requirements. 

6. Cycle to P22 (Auxiliary Safety Response). Verify its value is consistent with your requirements. 

7. Cycle to program parameter PS1 (Change Program Limits). 

8. Press the Up arrow button until "Yes" is displayed. 

9. Press the Mode button again. "PS2" (Set Open Limit) will be displayed. 

10. The door will proceed to the open limit, then stop. Once the door stops, adjust the open limit using the Up and Down arrow 
buttons. It is normally set flush with the bottom of the top bar of the head unit. 

11. Press the Mode button again. "PS3" (Set Closed Limit) will be displayed. 

12. The door will proceed to the closed limit, then stop. Once the door stops, adjust the closed limit using the Up and Down arrow 
buttons. It is normally set where the panel touches the floor but the center panel is not slack. 

13. Press the Mode button again. The Smart Controller will exit Program Mode. 

14. Press the Open button on the outside switch. If the door is set to close automatically, it will do so as long as the safety beam 
(see Section 3.4) is unobstructed. If the door is set to close manually, press the Close button on the outside switch. 

15. Press the Open button (and the Close button if necessary) a few times to verify the door opens and closes properly. 

16. Repeat Steps 14 and 15 on the inside switch. 

17. Verify the door stops (and reverses if configured to do so) when the safety beam is interrupted while the door closes. 

18. Verify the leading edge switch (see Section 3.3) is operational. 

19. Verify the door movement LEDs function properly.
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Section 3.1:     Activating Door

The door can be opened and closed using the Smart Switch (during regular operation) or the Smart Controller (during 
maintenance) by pressing the corresponding button. 

• The door can be opened or closed when the LED behind the corresponding button is on. The opposite function cannot be 
performed. 

• The eight vertical LEDs on the left side of the Smart Switch flash while the door is moving. If the door is in a timed cycle, they 
strobe slowly, getting faster as the countdown progresses. These LEDs are also used for troubleshooting (see Section 5.4). 

• If an error prevents the door from functioning, press and hold the button to engage a constant-pressure override.

Section 3:     Operation

Section 3.1.1:     Switches and Smart Controller

In addition to the default options, various auxiliary devices can be used to activate the door. See Section 7 for details.

Section 3.1.2:     Auxiliary Devices

Smart Switch

NOTICE
Open Input Function (program parameter P20; see Section 3.8.1) controls the sequence 
that occurs once the open activation signal is sent. The recommended value varies 
based on the application.

If program parameter P21 (see Section 3.8.1) has been changed from momentary input 
(0; default) to maintained input (1), press and hold the appropriate button until the 
desired action is complete.
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The Egress Track System allows the door to be opened manually from the inside in case of a power outage or other malfunction. 
The "Emergency Exit" sign will face you as you use the system. The sign may be mounted in various locations (standard options 
are called out below) as long as it is not obstructed; it is installed using four #12 x 3/4" hex screws.

1. Push against the back side of the door. 

2. The tracks will break away. Continue pushing until you have enough clearance to exit. 

In order for the door to seal properly after using the Egress Track System, the tracks must be reset as follows:

1. Push the panels and tension pipes back into the track cavity. 

2. While holding the panels in position, flip each track back into the operational position so the magnetic seal can engage. 

3. Once the panels and tracks have been reset, and the safety beam is no longer obstructed, open and close the door to ensure it 
functions properly.

Section 3.2:     Egress Track System

Front Back
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Section 3.3:     Home Sensor, Leading Edge Switch, and Auxiliary Safety Sensor

1. The home sensor, located inside the controller enclosure, establishes the fully open position of the door, which the encoder 
uses to generate counts (see Section 3.6) and determine the door's Actual Position (see Section 3.7.1). If the home sensor 
detects the panel, the corresponding segment on the Display Indicator will be illuminated (see Section 5.2). 

2. If the door is obstructed while it closes, the leading edge switch (located on the left and right sides of the head unit) will stop 
the door from moving and reverse it to its open limit. If the leading edge switch is tripped, the Door Obstruction LED on the 
Display Indicator will be illuminated. 

3. The passive infrared auxiliary safety sensor, located inside the controller enclosure, is tripped when it detects both motion 
and heat. Depending on the configuration of program parameter P22 (see Section 3.8.1), the switch can also initiate a timed 
open cycle. The switch takes approximately 10 seconds to initialize when the door is powered on.

Home Sensor Aux. Safety Sensor

Leading Edge Switch
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Section 3.4:     Infrared Safety Beam

The infrared emitter installed near the bottom of the door produces a constant, invisible beam that is ordinarily intercepted by the 
receiver. If this beam is interrupted (e.g., by a person or a forklift) while the door is closing, the door will stop and reverse to the 
fully open position.

Emitter Receiver
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Section 3.6:     Communication Between Door and Smart Controller

The head unit houses an encoder that sends electrical pulses to the Smart Controller when the door is moving and the controller 
is in the normal operating mode. The controller tracks the position of the door in units known as "counts", which are based on the 
number of pulses the encoder sends to the controller.

A count of 0 is assigned to the fully open position, whereas the highest count is assigned to the fully closed position. The 
maximum number of counts the Smart Controller can read depends on the installation of the door. A single count is equivalent 
to approximately 1/8" of movement. Several of the controller's parameters (including Actual Position, Open and Closed Limit 
Positions, and Deceleration Range) are displayed in counts.

Section 3.5:     Power Switch

The power rocker switch is located on the face of the Smart Controller. The switch controls power to both the Smart Controller 
and the door.
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Section 3.7:     Smart Controller User Interface

The user interface is used to view information and settings on the Smart Controller. It consists of the Display Indicator; four LEDs 
labeled with the corresponding readings; the Up and Down directional arrows; and the Mode button. Only one reading is shown 
on the Display Indicator at a time. Pressing the Mode button toggles the Display Indicator to the next reading and turns the 
corresponding LED solid green.

The five readings shown on the Display Indicator are as follows:

1. Actual Position - This is the position of the door as measured in counts (see Section 3.6). The minimum reading indicates the 
door is fully open, whereas the maximum reading indicates the door is fully closed. 

2. Open Speed - This is the speed at which the door is programmed to open, represented as a percentage of the drive motor's 
full speed. This setting can be changed from a minimum of 20% to a maximum of 100% (see Section 3.8.2). 

3. Close Speed - This is the speed at which the door is programmed to close, represented as a percentage of the drive motor's 
full speed. This setting can be changed from a minimum of 20% to a maximum of 50% (see Section 3.8.2). 

4. Total Cycles - This is the total number of times the door has been opened and closed, represented in increments of 100. For 
example, a reading of 20 means the door has been operated between 2,000 and 2,099 times. 

5. Service Cycles - This is the number of times the door has been opened and closed since the last service reset, represented in 
increments of 100. For example, a reading of 5 means the door has been operated between 500 and 599 times since the last 
service reset. See Section 3.8.1 for details on resetting this reading and on setting service reminders.

Section 3.7.1:     Overview

NOTICE Total Cycles and Service Cycles are represented by the same LED. After selecting Total 
Cycles, press the Mode button once to display Service Cycles.
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Section 3.7.2:     Display Indicator Readings

In addition to the togglable readings defined in Section 3.7.1, the Display Indicator sometimes shows other values that represent 
the Smart Controller's status.

Software Version and Model Number

When the Smart Controller is powered on, the Display Indicator flashes the current software version and the model number for 
approximately two seconds. This reading is then replaced by the Actual Position.

Actual Position

When displaying the Actual Position of the door (see Section 3.7.1) the Display Indicator will appear similar to the example shown 
here. In this example, the door is at the Actual Position of 240 counts.

Unknown Position

On occasion, such as when returning from Jog Mode, the Smart Controller may be unaware of the door's Actual Position. When 
this occurs, the Display Indicator shows a series of three horizontal bars. If the door is activated, it will proceed to the fully open 
position at reduced speed. When the door reaches the home sensor, it will reset to the open limit position; the Display Indicator 
will then show the Actual Position. This indicates the door has been reset and is ready for normal operation.

Assumed Position

When the Smart Controller is powered on, after the software version and model number disappear, the Display Indicator 
alternates between the Actual Position reading and the Unknown Position notification until the door is activated. This indicates 
the Smart Controller has assumed the current position of the door. When the door is activated, the door proceeds to the open 
limit position at full speed. It then proceeds to the home sensor to verify the position reading, after which it returns to the open 
limit position. This operation verifies the door was not manually adjusted while disconnected from power.
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Service Reminder

When the Smart Controller has exceeded the selected Service Cycle Limit, the Service Cycles LED begins flashing to indicate 
service is required (see Section 3.8.1).

Door Obstruction

If an object (e.g., a person or a forklift) interrupts the infrared safety beam, contacts the leading edge switch, or trips the auxiliary 
safety sensor, the door will stop descending, then proceed to the fully open position if configured to do so. The Door Obstruction 
LED (a red dot at the bottom-right corner of the Display Indicator) will be illuminated until the obstruction is cleared.

Jog Mode

This is shown when the Smart Controller is in Jog Mode (see Section 3.9).
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Section 3.8:     Configuration

Section 3.8.1:     Program Mode

Settings defined when the Smart Controller is installed or adjusted are known as program parameters. Each program parameter is 
assigned a code by which it is identified on the Display Indicator:

To access Program Mode, press and hold the Mode button for five seconds. When the controller enters Program Mode, the 
Display Indicator will alternate between the selected parameter (P1 by default) and its current value. Use the Up arrow button to 
increase the value of the selected parameter and the Down arrow button to decrease it. Press the Mode button to cycle to the next 
parameter.

P1 - Close Time Delay (Default 20)

This is the time the Smart Controller waits before automatically closing the door. This parameter applies only when the door has 
been opened using the timed input (see Section 3.10.3). All safety sensors must be clear before the controller begins counting the 
Close Time Delay. This parameter can be set between five and 240 seconds.

P3 - Deceleration Range (Default 0)

The Smart Controller sets the minimum Deceleration Range (see Section 3.8.3) automatically based on the Open Speed and Close 
Speed (see Section 3.8.2). P3 enables the user to increase the Deceleration Range from the default 0; this should be done only if 
the door has problems stopping at the set limits.

Program Parameters
P1: Close Time Delay P12: Input Status P23: Encoder Operation

P3: Deceleration Range P20: Open Input Function       0: Two Channels

P4: Warning Output Function       0: Timed Open       1: One Channel

      0: Door Movement/Door About to Close       1: Manual/Sequential Operation P24: CMS Output Function

      1: Sequential Interlock       2: Normal Operation       0: P25 and P26 Configurations

      2: Passive Interlock P21: Input Switch Response       1: Door Closed

      3: Door Open Signal       0: Momentary       2: Evap Fan Control

      4: Door Closed Signal       1: Maintained P25: CMS Mode Auxiliary On Time

P7: Refresh Door Limits P22: Auxiliary Safety Response P26: CMS Mode Auxiliary Off Time

P10: Service Cycle Reset       0: Disabled PS1: Change Program Limits

         0: No       1: Safety Only PS2: Set Open Limit

         1: Yes       2: Safety and Timed Open PS3: Set Closed Limit

P11: Service Reminder
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- P4 = 3 (Door Open Signal)

This configures the Warning Output to signal when the door is fully open for monitoring.

- P4 = 4 (Door Closed Signal)

This configures the Warning Output to signal when the door is fully closed for monitoring.

P4 - Warning Output Function (Default 0; J12 - AUX #1 on PCB 201)

This parameter can be configured to operate in one of five modes.

- P4 = 0 (Door Movement/Door About to Close)

This configures the Warning Output to indicate door movement or warn that the door is about to close.

- P4 = 1 (Sequential Interlock)

This configures the Warning Output to interlock two doors sequentially. The opening of Door 1 will hold Door 2 closed, while the 
closing of Door 1 will immediately initiate the opening of Door 2; the reverse is also true.

- P4 = 2 (Passive Interlock)

This configures the Warning Output to interlock two doors passively. When Door 1 is opened, Door 2 will not be allowed to open; 
when Door 2 is opened, Door 1 will not be allowed to open.

NOTICE When P4 is set to 1 or 2, the input's functions are reconfigured for interlock operation 
and cannot be used normally.

NOTICE Either door can initiate the cycle, allowing two-way traffic.

NOTICE A timed input is required for P4 = 1 (Sequential Interlock) and P4 = 2 (Passive Interlock) 
to function. See Section 3.10.3.
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P7 - Refresh Door Limits (Default 25)

This parameter allows the user to set the number of open and close cycles that must be performed before the door refreshes the 
Open and Closed Limits (see Section 3.8.4), which may be necessary if the limits desynchronize from the encoder. This parameter 
can be set between one cycle (i.e., the limits are refreshed every time the door opens) and 25 cycles.

P10 - Service Cycle Reset (Default 0)

This parameter enables a service technician to reset the Service Cycle count. This is accomplished by changing the value using the 
Up arrow button, then pressing the Mode button.

P11 - Service Reminder (Default 240)

This parameter works in conjunction with P10 to enable the controller to remind the service technician when it is time for service. 
The user can set a Service Cycle Limit using this parameter. The limit, which can be set between 10 and 240, is represented in 
increments of 100 cycles.

The Service Reminder limit is continuously compared to the Service Cycles setting (see Section 3.7.1). Once the Service Cycles 
setting exceeds the Service Reminder limit, the "Total Cycles/Service Cycles (Cycles * 100)" LED on the Display Indicator will begin 
flashing to indicate service is required. For example, if P11 is set to 10, the LED will begin flashing after the door has operated 1,000 
cycles.

P12 - Input Status

This parameter is used to troubleshoot and service the door. The inputs are represented by LED segments on the Display Indicator. 
See Section 3.7.1 for details.

P20 - Open Input Function (Default 0)

This parameter can be configured to operate in any of the following three modes:

- P20 = 0 (Timed Open)

In this mode, the Open switch will function in the same manner as the timed input (see Section 3.10.3). If pressed, the switch will 
open the door, then initiate the timed cycle.

- P20 = 1 (Manual/Sequential Operation)

In this mode, the Open switch will function in the same manner as the manual input (see Section 3.10.2), causing the switch to 
toggle between Open and Close each time it is pressed. This allows the user to operate the door in both directions from a single 
switch.

- P20 = 2 (Normal Operation)

In this mode, the Open switch will initiate a single open cycle each time it is pressed.

- P10 = 0 (No)

In this mode, the Smart Controller will continue to count cycles based on P11.

- P10 = 1 (Yes)

This mode resets the counter, thus restarting the service cycle.
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P21 - Input Switch Response (Default 0)

This parameter can be configured to operate in either of the following modes:

- P21 = 0 (Momentary)

In this mode, the Open/Close switch can be pressed once and then released to activate the door.

- P21 = 1 (Maintained)

In this mode, the Open/Close switch must be held throughout the open/close cycle. The door will stop moving if the switch is 
released during the cycle.

P22 - Auxiliary Safety Response (Default 2)

This parameter provides a secondary safety sensor and an additional motion-activated input. It can be configured to operate in 
any of the following three modes:

- P22 = 0 (Disabled)

In this mode, the input is disabled.

- P22 = 1 (Safety Only)

In this mode, the input operates as a safety sensor only.

- P22 = 2 (Safety and Timed Open)

In this mode, the input initiates a timed open cycle in addition to the provided safety functions.
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P23 - Encoder Operation (Default 0)

This parameter allows the user to set the door to use only one encoder channel if either of the encoder channels stops working. 
The default setting (Mode 0) uses two channels. It is recommended to switch to one channel (Mode 1) only if absolutely necessary, 
as doing so prevents the door from accurately tracking its Open and Closed Limits.

- P23 = 0 (Two Channels)

In this mode, the encoder works normally with both channels functioning.

- P23 = 1 (One Channel)

This mode is used for troubleshooting. If one of the sensor channels fails, changing P23 to 1 deactivates one channel, allowing the 
door to run on the other channel. This is not a long-term solution; it is recommended that P7 be set to 1 if P23 = 1.

P24 - CMS Output Function (Default 0; J13 - AUX #2 on PCB 201)

This parameter allows the user to program the function of the Condensation Management System output (if applicable) or to 
output a fully closed signal. It can be configured to operate in any of the following three modes:

- P24 = 0 (P25 and P26 Configurations)

In this mode, the relay status is based solely on the configurations of P25 and P26.

- P24 = 1 (Door Closed)

In this mode, the relay status is indicated when the door is fully closed.

P25 - CMS Mode Auxiliary On Time (Default 30)

P26 - CMS Mode Auxiliary Off Time (Default 0)

This parameter determines the period of time (measured in minutes) the J13-AUX #2 relay remains on should the application 
require it to be switched on and off; P26 dictates the off time. Contact RollSeal Technical Support if this is necessary.

This parameter determines the period of time (measured in minutes) the J13-AUX #2 relay remains off should the application 
require it to be switched on and off; P25 dictates the on time. Contact RollSeal Technical Support if this is necessary.

- P24 = 2 (Evap Fan Control)

This mode is specific to freezer applications. It is not intended for use on walk-in cooler doors.

PS2 - Set Open Limit

When the Mode button is pressed after PS1 has been set to "Yes", the door will open to the position of the home sensor, then move 
to the current Open Limit position. Use the Up and Down arrow buttons to set the door to a new Open Limit position, then press 
the Mode button to proceed to the next parameter.

PS1 - Change Program Limits

This parameter can be set to either "Yes" or "No". To change the Open Limit (PS2) or the Closed Limit (PS3), set this parameter to 
"Yes", then press the Mode button. To exit Program Mode while this parameter is selected, set PS1 to "No", then press the Mode 
button; the Smart Controller will exit Program Mode and the Display Indicator will show the Actual Position.
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Section 3.8.2:     Open and Close Speeds

The speeds at which the door opens and closes can be adjusted as follows:

1. Press the Mode button until Open Speed is selected. 

2. Use the Up and Down arrow buttons to adjust the set a value between 20% and 100%.

3. Press the Mode button again to select Close Speed. 

4. Use the Up and Down arrow buttons to adjust the set a value between 20% and 50%. 

5. Press the Mode button to confirm your changes.

PS3 - Set Closed Limit

When the user presses the Mode button after the Open Limit has been set, the door will move to the current Closed Limit position. 
Use the Up and Down arrow buttons to set the door to a new Closed Limit position, then press the Mode button to exit Program 
Mode and resume displaying the Actual Position.
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Section 3.8.3:     Deceleration Range

The Deceleration Range is the rate at which the door slows down as it approaches the Open Limit or the Closed Limit. The Smart 
Controller sets the minimum Deceleration Range automatically based on the Open Speed and Close Speed (see Section 3.8.2). The 
user can increase the time it takes for the door to decelerate by increasing program parameter P3 from the default value of 0 (see 
Section 3.8.1). However, this should be done only if the door has problems stopping at the set limits, which can occur over time on 
a large door.

Section 3.8.4:     Open and Closed Limits

These limits are used to determine when the door is fully open and fully closed. They can be adjusted as follows:

1. Press and hold the Mode button for five seconds. "P1" (Close Time Delay) will be shown on the Display Indicator. 

2. Press the Mode button continuously until "PS1" (Change Program Limits) is shown on the Display Indicator. 

3. Press the Up arrow button until the Display Indicator shows "Yes". 

4. Press the Mode button again. "PS2" (Set Open Limit) will be displayed. 

5. The door will proceed to the Open Limit and then stop. Once the door stops, adjust the Open Limit using the Up and Down 
arrow buttons. 

6. Press the Mode button again. "PS3" (Set Closed Limit) will be displayed. 

7. The door will proceed to the Closed Limit and then stop. Once the door stops, adjust the Closed Limit using the Up and Down 
arrow buttons. 

8. Press the Mode button again. The Smart Controller will exit Program Mode and will resume displaying the Actual Position.

Section 3.9:     Jog Mode

Jog Mode allows the operator to manually control the position of the door. To engage Jog Mode, press and hold the Up and Down 
arrow buttons simultaneously for five seconds. The Display Indicator will read "JOG".

While Jog Mode is active, the door can be opened and closed using the Up and Down arrow buttons. Because the door is not 
affected by the home sensor or the safety beam during Jog Mode, the operator must carefully watch the door as it nears the fully 
open and fully closed positions to prevent it from moving too far in either direction.

To disengage Jog Mode, press and hold the Up and Down arrow buttons simultaneously for five seconds. The Smart Controller 
will return to normal operation. Upon returning to normal operation, the Smart Controller will not know the exact position the 
door was in when Jog Mode was disengaged; the Display Indicator will thus show a series of three horizontal bars. Upon the next 
command the door will slowly proceed to the fully open position to reset the Smart Controller's memory; the door will always 
follow this procedure upon exiting Jog Mode.
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Section 3.10:     Door Activation Inputs

Section 3.10.1:     Directional Switch

The directional switch input (controlled by program parameter P20; see Section 3.8.1) is primarily used with a three-position 
directional switch that opens, stops, or closes the door when the corresponding button is pressed. However, the Smart Controller 
can be programmed to hold the door in the fully open, stopped, or fully closed position when the corresponding button is pressed 
and held. This can be useful if the operator wishes to lock the door in a particular position using switches connected parallel to the 
directional switch.

The Smart Controller prioritizes the buttons on the directional switch in case more than one input is engaged simultaneously. The 
Stop button has first priority, the Open button has second priority, and the Close button has third priority.

Section 3.10.2:     Manual Switch

The momentary switch input is used to connect a single-button switch that responds to each momentary press sequentially. For 
example, if the last movement of the door was toward the closed position, pressing the button will cause it to open; pressing the 
button again will cause the door to close.

This input has fourth priority when used in conjunction with the directional switch input.

Section 3.10.3:     Timed Switch

The timed switch input controls the automatic closure of the door when a certain length of time passes after the switch is 
triggered. It is commonly used in conjunction with motion detectors, floor loops, and pull-cord switches. In order for the timed 
switch input to work, the door must be closed or stopped; if the door has already been updated by some other means, the timer 
will not operate and the door will remain open.

This input has fifth priority when the door is idle. However, if the door is closing, the timed input acts as a safety feature, stopping 
and reversing the door to the fully open position.

NOTICE This input will be reconfigured for use with the interlock circuit if P4 is set to anything 
other than 0 (see Section 3.8.1).
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Section 4:     Maintenance

Section 4.1.1:     Cleaning Panels and Window

The door panels and the window (if applicable) can be cleaned by gently wiping any soiled areas with a cloth and mildly soapy 
water. Rinse the area with water to remove the solution, then immediately dry the panels using a separate cloth. Do not raise the 
door until it is completely dry.

To access the inside of the panels, reach inside the track and break the seal. Grab the three layers, then pull them toward yourself 
until both tension pipes clear the track.

To restore the panels, repeat the process in reverse. Ensure the front pipe is lower than the back pipe.

Section 4.1:     Cleaning and Adjustment

Section 4.1.2:     Adjusting Panels and Tension Pipes

The tension pipes must remain in close proximity to one another (between 1/4" and 1/2") during normal operation. If the tension 
pipes are too far apart, they will not repel each other, causing poor contact with the floating seal. If the tension pipes touch one 
another, the panel material will flow unevenly and become wrinkled.

The clearance between the tension pipes can be adjusted by raising or lowering the door panels. The door has three panels, 
including the front panel, which is attached to the front bar and faces the outside of the chamber; the center panel, which is 
attached to the drive pipe; and the back panel, which is attached to the back plate and faces the inside of the chamber. Only the 
front and back panels are adjustable.

NOTICE Do not use solvents or strong alkaline cleaners.

NOTICE Ensure the door is closed and the panels are not damaged before making adjustments.

The height of the front and back tension pipes can be adjusted as follows:

1. Detach the hook-and-loop fastener on the panel from the hook-and-loop on the front bar (front panel) or back plate (back 
panel). 

2. Raise or lower the panel as needed. 

3. Reattach the hook-and-loop fastener on the panel to the hook-and-loop on the front bar (front panel) or back plate (back 
panel). Ensure the panel remains level.
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Section 4.2:     Replacing Components

Section 4.2.1:     Egress Tracks

The egress tracks can be removed as follows:

1. Raise the door to the fully open position. 

2. Open the head unit cover, then engage the stand. 

3. Turn the Smart Controller power switch to the Off position. 

4. Flip the track to the open position, then slide it upward until the tabs clear the slots. Pull the bottom toward the center of the 
opening. 

5. If you are replacing both tracks, repeat Step 4 on the other track.

The new egress tracks can be installed as follows:

1. Orient the new track so the magnet faces the center of the opening. 

2. Lift the top of the track into the crease beside the head unit, then push the track toward the leg of the door. The tabs should 
slip into the slots. 

3. Allow the track to drop into position until the L-shaped tabs are fully engaged, then rotate the track toward the panels. The 
track should now rotate freely. 

4. If necessary, repeat Steps 1-3 on the other track. 

5. Power the Smart Controller back on using the switch on the controller enclosure. 

6. Close and latch the head unit cover.
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Section 4.2.2:     Panels

The door panels can be removed as follows:

1. Ensure the door is fully closed. 

2. Open the head unit cover and engage the stand, or remove the cover entirely for easier access. 

3. Engage Jog Mode. 

4. Open the egress tracks. 

5. Roll the door down until the hook-and-loop fastener that holds the center panel to the drive pipe is visible. 

6. Turn the power switch on the Smart Controller enclosure to the Off position. 

7. Remove both tension pipes from the panels, then set them aside. 

8. Remove the metal plate that holds the back panel inside the head unit by removing the wing nuts from the corners and the 
center. Set the plate and the wing nuts aside. 

9. Remove the back panel from one of the corners to break the hook-and-loop seal, then let it fall to the floor. 

10. Repeat Steps 8 and 9 on the center plate and the center panel.
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The new panels can be installed as follows:

1. Unroll the replacement panels. The front and back panels are made of a white anti-static material, whereas the center panel is 
made of a clear material. The hook-and-loop fastener on the panels must face outward. 

2. Ensure the panels are oriented so the front panel will face you when it is installed. 

3. Raise the panels into the head unit. While still holding the other panels, route the back panel into position behind the leading 
edge bar, then secure the panel's center tab to the center stud. 

4. While still holding the front panel, route the center panel behind the leading edge bar and over the drive pipe. Use the 
semicircular notch in the middle of the panel and the mark on the middle of the drive pipe to align the panel; if there is no 
mark, measure the middle of the drive pipe, then mark the spot. Secure the panel to the drive pipe using the hook-and-loop 
fastener sewn into the panel. 

5. Raise the front panel into position, then secure the center tab to the center stud. 

6. Pull the corners of the back panel upward, then secure the corresponding holes in the tabs to the studs. Ensure the hook-and-
loop between the studs is secure and has no slack. 

7. Reinstall the metal plate on the back panel using the wing nuts. 

8. Repeat Step 5 on the front panel. The three panels should now be aligned. 

9. Power the Smart Controller back on using the switch. 

10. Engage Jog Mode, then raise the door until it is off the floor. 

11. Reinstall the front tension pipe, then reinstall the back tension pipe. 

12. Rotate the egress tracks back to the closed position. 

13. Disengage Jog Mode, then raise the door to the fully open position. 

14. Cycle the door several times to ensure everything functions properly. 

15. Reinstall the head unit cover (if applicable). 

16. Close and latch the head unit cover.
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If the door loses power while in operation, it must be opened or closed manually.

1. Open the head unit cover, then engage the stand. 

2. Turn off power to the Smart Controller using the rocker switch on the controller enclosure. 

3. Position the ladder to the right of the door. 

4. Using a drill or a ratcheting wrench with a 3/4" socket, turn the driveshaft clockwise to lower the door or counterclockwise to 
raise the door. 

5. Turn the power switch back on when power is available. 

6. Close and latch the head unit cover.

Section 5.1:     Emergency Manual Operation

Section 5:     Troubleshooting
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Section 5.2:     P12 Input Status Indicators

This program parameter is used to service and troubleshoot the door. The inputs are represented by LED segments on the Display 
Indicator. If an LED segment is on, the corresponding switch is closed. If the segment is off, the switch is open.

Important P12 status indicators are as follows:

1. For the door to close, the Primary Safety and Leading Edge segments must be off. 

2. If the Stop Switch segment is on, the door will not operate. 

3. If the Open Switch segment is on, the door will not close. 

4. The KB Status segment is on when the variable-frequency drive is charged; it is off when the drive is powered down. 

5. The CMS Status segment is on when the Condensation Management System is running; it is off when the CMS is not running.
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Section 5.3:     Error Codes and Recommended Actions

Code Condition Movement Problem Area Recommended Action(s)
EO1 Opening; Home Sensor Tripped

N/A Home Sensor Ensure harness connectors are secured and 
sensor is not obstructed.EC1 Closing; Home Sensor Tripped

EO8 Opening; Encoder Fault
N/A Encoder Count 

Fault Ensure harness connectors are firmly secured.
EC8 Closing; Encoder Fault

EO16 Opening; Memory Fault
N/A Memory Fault Reset controller.

EC16 Closing; Memory Fault

EO32 Opening; Major Fault
N/A Major Fault Reset controller.

EC32 Closing; Major Fault

EOF1 Opening; Encoder Fault

Up Encoder Ensure harness connectors are firmly secured.

None Drive or Brake Ensure drive is not overloaded.

Down Encoder Reverse panels on pipe.

ECF1 Closing; Encoder Fault

Up Encoder Reverse panels on pipe.

None Drive or Brake Ensure drive is not overloaded.

Down Encoder Ensure harness connectors are firmly secured.

EOF2 Opening; Direction Fault

Up Encoder Reverse signal wires.

None Drive or Brake Ensure drive is not overloaded.

Down Drive Reverse two phases to motor.

ECF2 Closing; Direction Fault

Up Drive Reverse two phases to motor.

None Brake Ensure tension pipes are not caught in head unit.

Down Encoder Reverse signal wires.

EOF3 Opening; Motor Stall Fault N/A
Motor Stall Fault N/A

ECF3 Closing; Motor Stall Fault N/A

EOF4 Opening; Over Speed Fault N/A
Over Speed Fault N/A

ECF4 Closing; Over Speed Fault N/A
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Section 5.4:     Smart Controller and Smart Switch Error Indicators

The error indicator LEDs to the left of the Open and Close buttons on the Smart Controller and Smart Switch are used to 
troubleshoot door issues. If an LED is solid, the corresponding sensor has encountered an error.

Code Condition Problem Area
PS Primary Safety Safety Beam (Emitter and Receiver Near Bottoms of Tracks)

AS Auxiliary Safety Auxiliary Safety Sensor (Motion Sensor in Head Unit)

LE Leading Edge Leading Edge Switch (Mechanical Switch in Head Unit)

HM Home Sensor Home Sensor (Fixed-field Sensor in Head Unit)

FE Feedback Error Encoder (Error with Encoder Counting or Door Not Operating)

OP Open Switch Open Activation

CL Close Switch Close Activation

ST Stop Switch Stop Switch (if Present)
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Section 5.5:     Drive Board Diagnostic LEDs

The drive's condition is indicated by the pattern (solid or flashing) and color of a pair of LEDs located at the top-left corner of the 
drive board. The Power (PWR) LED is green whenever AC line voltage is applied to the drive. The Status (ST) LED is green during 
normal operation and red whenever a fault occurs.

Section 5.5.1:     Power

Pattern and Color Condition

Solid Green Power is applied and output is disabled.

Slowly Flashing Green Power is applied, output is enabled, and motor torque is less than the setpoint.

Quickly Flashing Green Power is applied, output is enabled, and motor torque is more than the setpoint.

Section 5.5.2:     Status

Pattern and Color Condition Cause of Fault

Solid Green Idle N/A

Flashing Green Operating Normally N/A

Solid Red Torque Limit The motor is asking for more torque than the drive is set to allow.

Flashing Red x2 Undervoltage The drive is operational but the load exceeds the set value 
(typically during an open cycle).

Flashing Red x3 Overvoltage The door is freefalling (typically during a close cycle).

Flashing Red x4 Short Circuit A short circuit has occurred between any two output phases.

Flashing Red x5 Overtemperature Warning The drive is approaching critically high temperature.

Flashing Red x6 Overtemperature Shutdown The drive has reached critically high temperature.

Flashing Red x7 Overload Protection Trip The drive has been in an overload condition for too long.

Flashing Red x8 Manual Start Fault The Enable switch was closed at power-up.

NOTICE If you encounter a drive fault, contact RollSeal Technical Support at 1-800-668-2815.
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Section 5.6:     Testing Brake Relay

The brake rectifier in the gear motor stops the brake when it is not in use. A relay on the drive board acts as a switch to turn the 
brake on and off. The following procedure allows the user to test the relay to determine whether the problem is caused by the 
relay (generating error codes EOF1 or ECF1; see Section 5.3) or by the brake rectifier.

NOTICE The photo is for reference only.

1. Engage Jog Mode (see Section 3.9), then lower the door until it is approximately 6" from the floor. 

2. Press and immediately release the button near the bottom right of the board. 

3. Listen for a clicking sound coming from the brake, and watch for the panels to drop, to verify the relay is functioning properly. 

4. If the conditions in Step 3 are not met, contact RollSeal Technical Support.
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Section 6:     Wiring Diagrams

Section 6.1:     Switch Card and Safety Beam
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Section 6.2:     Head Unit

Section 6.2.1:     Standard Drive Board
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Section 6.2.2:     Legacy Drive Board (Doors Manufactured Before October 2022)
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Section 6.3:     Remote Receiver
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Section 7:     Accessories

The Passive Infrared Motion Sensor requires both heat and motion to activate the switch, eliminating the false triggers that 
commonly affect motion-only sensors. The sensor has a small footprint and can be mounted in multiple locations on and around 
the door. The sensor can be programmed to detect a small area in close proximity to the door or a wide area several feet from the 
door. It can be mounted up to 10’ high (on the ceiling or the door’s head unit) as well as inside a cooler.

Section 7.1:     Passive Infrared Motion Sensor*

The surface-mounted Wave Close Proximity Sensor uses microwave motion tracking to ensure consistent and dependable 
activation. The sensor can be activated by any close-proximity pass, most commonly a wave of the hand. The watertight enclosure 
can be used in extreme and wash-down environments. It can be mounted next to the door or in the corridor leading to the door. 
The sensor detection zone can be adjusted between a minimum of 4” and a maximum of 24”.

Section 7.2:     Wave Close Proximity Sensor*

This small box can supply additional power to the activation sensors. The enclosure is generally mounted next to the door 
controller. It comes prewired with a 115V cord set that can be plugged into a outlet or hardwired into an existing junction box.

Section 7.8:     Auxiliary Power Supply

This wall-mounted switch minimizes footprint to a single-button activation device. It can be used manually (press once to open; 
press again to close) or in timed closure mode (press to open; door times out and closes).

Section 7.4:     One-button Control Station

This station allows the operator to lock the door open or closed by turning the key. It can be used manually (press once to open; 
press again to close) or in timed closure mode (press to open; door times out and closes). In timed closure mode, the Close button 
overrides the timed function.

Section 7.5:     Two-button Control Station with Key Lock

This ceiling-mounted switch allows a forklift or jack operator to activate the door without dismounting the vehicle. Typically, one 
pull-cord switch is located on each side of the door.

Section 7.6:     Pull-cord Switch

This system allows the operator to open and close the door using a remote control. The transmitter features between one and four 
buttons depending on the number of doors in operation. Each door requires a dedicated receiver.

Section 7.7:     Remote Receiver and Transmitter*

These sensors are typically used only in areas with frequent forklift operation, as foot traffic can cause unwanted activation. 
Wall-mounted units can be installed up to 11.5' above the floor and provide a wide detection zone, whereas as ceiling-mounted 
units are installed between 11.5' and 23', and provide a narrower but taller detection zone.

Section 7.3:     Large Door Motion Sensor*

NOTICE If more than two powered accessory devices (marked with an asterisk [*] below) are 
required, the third and any subsequent devices must be used in conjunction with an 
auxiliary power supply.
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Section 8:     Replacement Parts

Section 8.1:     General

1
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Callout Part Number Description
1 Based on Size Head Unit Cover

2 3001-1570 Leading Edge Switch

3 0401-17603 Left Top Bar Cover End

4 1903-6155 Hall Effect Encoder with Harness

5 3017-5081 1/6 HP Motor

6 0401-17604 Right Top Bar Cover End

7 Based on Size Left Track Cladding

8 Based on Size Left Front Egress Track

9 6450-9008 Infrared Safety Beam Receiver (Sold with Emitter)

10 Based on Size Right Track Cladding

11 Based on Size Right Front Egress Track

12 6407-1706 Smart Switch (PCB 202)

13 6450-9008 Infrared Safety Beam Emitter (Sold with Receiver)
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Section 8.2:     Smart Controller

Callout Part Number Description
C1 1903-6167 Fixed-field Home Sensor with Harness

C2 1903-6141 Auxiliary Safety Sensor with Harness

C3 1903-6146 Audible Alarm Buzzer with Harness

C4 6407-9911 Variable-frequency Drive

C5 6407-0617 PCB 201 Assembly

C6 3001-7016 Power Rocker Switch

C1 C2 C3

C4

C5

C6


